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MARKET OUTLOOK 

Spice Complex: - Profit booking dragged most spice complex commodities. Turmeric futures 
faced resistance at higher levels due to profit booking. Fundamentals of Jeera and Turmeric are 
positive and buy on dips is advised to the medium-long term traders. Strong support for Turmeric 
NCDEX (Apr) seen at Rs.7100/qtl level on closing basis. Coriander sowing is likely to decline in all 
the producing states due to low prices. Coriander sowing acreage is likely to switch to other crops 
such as Jeera, Chana and Garlic in the major growing states. Cardamom futures traded firm on 
improved buying support. Illegal Pepper imports dents domestic prices hard. India Jan Chilly 
exports to EU fall 90%. Red Chilli is likely to turn costlier by March due to an expected 30% plunge 
in output in the main producing states of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana, combined with failure 
of the crop in Madhya Pradesh. 
 
Oil and Oil Seeds Complex: - Soybean futures traded firm tracking firm USD/INR. The Soybean 
Processors Association of India revised downward its bean output estimated by 800,000 tons to 
8.35 million tons during kharif 2017. SEA of India revised Oil meal export numbers for December 
upward by 21,909 tons to 391,431 tons compared to 369,522 tons reported in the previous data. 
Malaysia Crude Palm Oil Dec output drops 6%: MPOB. RMSEED at NCDEX (Apr) is likely to 
continue recovery and test import resistance of Rs.4150/qtl on support of winter demand. Warm 
weather hits Mustard Seed sowing; falls 6% till Jan 19. India Jan Rape Seed meal exports at 3,128 
tons vs 8,230 tons a year ago: SEA of India. NCDEX (Feb) Castor traded down on lack of buying 
interest from traders. India Jan Castor Seed meal exports at 31,129 tons vs 14,749 tons a year 
ago: SEA of India. MCX (Feb) Mentha Oil traded down on profit booking. Over all fundamentals of 
Mentha Oil are still firm due to tight supply and strong demand in physical markets, fall in prices 
likely to cushion by robust export demand. Strong support for Mentha Oil MCX (Feb) seen at 
Rs.1380/ K.g levels. 
 
Others: - Cotton complex commodities traded firm tracking recovery in global prices. Outlook of 
Cotton complex is likely to remain firm on better export demand and output concerns because of 
crop damage. Strong support for Kapas NCDEX (Apr) seen at Rs.965/ 10 K.g levels on closing basis. 
Chana prices at futures faced resistance at higher levels. It is likely to remain volatile in coming 
sessions on profit booking. Strong support for Chana NCDEX (Mar) seen at Rs.3750/quintal levels. 
Sufficient supply in physical market and comfortable stock position with government is likely to 
pressurise the prices at higher levels. Guar Seed futures traded down on profit booking and 
bearish Crude oil prices. Over all fundamentals are positive due to low production and higher 
Crude oil prices. Buy on dips is advised to the traders.  

SPOT PRICES 
Commodity Location Closing Prv. Closing Diff(%) 

SPICES     
Cardamom Vandanmen

du 

1114.2 1115.9 -0.15 

Coriander  Kota 5413.5 5456.25 -0.78 

Jeera Unjha 19531.25 19656.65 -0.64 

Turmeric Nizamabad 7140 7186.65 -0.65 

OIL SEEDS     

CPO Kandla 568.2 569.4 -0.21 

Rm Seed Jaipur 4031.25 4050 -0.46 

Refined Soya Oil Indore 734.85 736.2 -0.18 

Soybean Indore 3679 3687 -0.22 

Castor Deesa 4234.3 4292.8 -1.36 

OTHERS     

Guar gum Jodhpur 9805.3 10007.9 -2.02 

Guar Seed Jodhpur  4470 4562.5 -2.03 

Cotton Kadi 19266.05 19146.5 0.62 

Cocudakl Akola 1700 1699.1 0.05 

Shankar Kapas Rajkot 980.3 979.8 0.05 

SugarM Kolkata 3428.55 3333.35 2.86 

Wheat Delhi 1782.5 1781.1 0.08 

Barley Jaipur 1477.75 1478.85 -0.07 

 

NEWS UPDATE 
 

 SOPA revises 2017-18 Soybean estimates downward to 
8.35 mln tons. 
 

 Government has procured over 560,000 tons of Urad and 
Moong at minimum support price (MSP). 

 
 Government may re-impose stock holding limit on Sugar to 

arrest falling prices. 
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  MARKET MOVEMENT AND PIVOT LEVELS 
Commodity Contract Exchange Trend Open High Low Close Change %Chng R2 R1 Pivot  S1 S2 

Coriander Apr NCDEX Sideways 5805 5805 5659 5679 -154 -2.64 5860 5770 5714 5624 5568 
Jeera Mar NCDEX Sideways 16700 16700 16345 16380 -350 -2.09 16830 16605 16475 16250 16120 

Turmeric Apr NCDEX Bullish 7370 7370 7228 7244 -108 -1.47 7423 7333 7281 7191 7139 

Rm Seed Apr NCDEX Bullish 4127 4133 4075 4109 -26 -0.63 4164 4136 4106 4078 4048 

Ref. Soy Oil Feb NCDEX Bullish 738.5 739 736.4 740 -0.35 -0.05 741 741 738 738 736 

Soybean Feb NCDEX Bullish 3613 3675 3591 3661 18 0.49 3726 3694 3642 3610 3558 

Chana Mar NCDEX Sideways 3827 3843 3784 3811 -38 -0.99 3872 3841 3813 3782 3754 

Castor Mar NCDEX Sideways 4195 4196 4096 4113 -93 -2.21 4235 4174 4135 4074 4035 

Guar gum Feb NCDEX Bullish 9915 9915 9662 9715 -273 -2.73 10017 9866 9764 9613 9511 

Guar Seed Feb NCDEX Bullish 4500 4500 4376 4403 -100 -2.22 4550 4477 4426 4353 4302 

Cocudakl Feb NCDEX Bullish 1682.5 1709.5 1668 1698.5 13 0.77 1734 1716 1692 1675 1651 

Kapas Apr NCDEX Bullish 977 987 970 985.5 10.5 1.08 998 992 981 975 964 

SugarM Feb NCDEX Sideways 0 0 0 2873 0 0 958 1915 958 1915 958 

Barley Apr NCDEX Sideways 1455 1455 1455 1455 -6 -0.41 1455 1455 1455 1455 1455 

Wheat Feb NCDEX Bullish 1640 1650 1640 1643 11 0.67 1654 1649 1644 1639 1634 

Cotton Feb MCX Bullish 19940 20260 19880 20210 230 1.15 20497 20353 20117 19973 19737 

Cardamom Feb MCX Bullish 1150 1150 1146 1150 3.5 0.31 1153 1151 1149 1147 1145 

CPO Feb MCX Bullish 570.5 573.6 569.1 572.8 1.5 0.26 576 575 572 570 567 

Mentha Oil Feb MCX Sideways 1461 1464.8 1398 1411.9 -34.7 -2.40 1492 1452 1425 1385 1358 

 
TECHNICAL PICKS 

NCDEX GUAR SEED (Feb) – Daily Chart NCDEX CHANA (March) – 4 hour Chart 

  

Buy around 4370 Target 4450 Stoploss 4330 
 

Buy above 3840 Target 3900 Stoploss 3810   
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PRODUCT BASKET 

Strategies from Commodities Desk 

Product Name Description Approx. No. of 
Calls (Monthly) 

Max. Open 
Calls 

Holding 
Period 

Reward to 
Risk Ratio 

Risk Reward (% on 
Margin Deployed) 

Suitable for 

MNCL COM 
SWING 

Momentum based Call on 
Sentiment and Technical Analysis 

110 to 120 4 Intraday 1.2 to 1.5:1 Expected Returns : 7-15% 
Expected Risk       :5-10% 

Retail Traders, High 
Risk Traders and 
Intraday Traders 

MNCL COM 
TREND 

Short Term Call, Carryover Call, 
BTST and STBT Call based on 
Fundamental and Technical 
Analysis.  

40 to 45 2 1-3 Days 1.5 to 2:1 Expected Returns : 10-25% 
Expected Risk       : 7-20% 

Retail Traders, HNI 
Traders and 

Positional Traders 

MNCL COM 
ELITE 

Medium Term Call based on 
Fundamental and Technical 
Analysis with logic 

3 to 4 2 
More 

than one 
week 

1.5 to 2:1 Expected Returns : 25-40% 
Expected Risk       :15-25% 

HNI Traders and 
Positional Traders 

MNCL COM 
PAIR 

Short-term Trading Call based on 
Technical Analysis.  

5 to 6 3 1-5 Days 1.5 to 2:1 Expected Returns : 12-20%    
Expected Risk        : 8-12% 

Low Risk Retail 
Traders, HNI and 

Positional Traders 

MNCL COM 
OPTIONS 

Short-term Option Strategies 
which can be one-leg, two-leg or 
multi-leg using Futures and 
Options to reduce risk or hedge 
the existing position. 

3 to 4 2 1-5 Days 1.5 to 2:1 Expected Returns : 25-40% 
Expected Risk       :15-25% 

Low Risk Retail 
Traders, HNI and 

Positional Traders 

 
COMFX RESEARCH TEAM 
Name Designation Specialization Email Landline No. 

Renisha Chainani Head – Commodity and Currency Research Energy, Metals, Macro Economics &  Currencies Renisha.chainani@mnclgroup.com 079-66000567 

Jay Dave Senior Research Analyst  -Commodity & Currency Energy, Metals and Currencies Jay.dave@mnclgroup.com 079-66000786 

Milan Shah Senior Research Analyst  - Commodity Agri Commodities Milan.shah@mnclgroup.com 079-66000743 

Sanjay Chhabria  Research Analyst  - Commodity Energy and Metals Sanjay.chhabria@mnclgroup.com 079-66000580 
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DISCLAIMER: 
Monarch Networth Capital Limited (hereinafter MNCL), a publically listed company, is engaged in services of retail broking, credits, portfolio management and marketing investment products including mutual funds, life & general insurance and as such prepares and 
shares research data and reports periodically with clients, investors, stake holders and general public in compliance with Securities and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992, Securities And Exchange Board Of India (Research Analysts) Regulations, 2014 and/or any other 
applicable directives, instructions or guidelines issued by the Regulators from time to time. Research report is a written or electronic communication that includes research analysis, research recommendation or an opinion concerning securities or public offer, providing a 
basis for investment decisions. The views expressed therein are based solely on information available publicly/internal data/other reliable sources believed to be true. The information is provided merely as a complementary service and do not constitute an offer, 
solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instruments, inducement, promise, guarantee, warranty, or as an official confirmation of any transactions or contract of any kind. Research data and reports published/ emailed/ text messaged via Short Messaging 
Services, Online Messengers, WhatsAppetc/transmitted through mobile application/s, including but not limited to FLIP™, Video Widget, telephony networks, print or electronic media and or those made available/uploaded  on social networking sites (e.g. Facebook, 
Twitter, LinkedIn etc) by MNCL or those recommendation or offers or opinions concerning securities or public offer which are expressed as and during the course of “Public Appearance” are for informational purposes  only. The reports are provided for assistance and are 
not intended to be and must not alone be taken as the basis for an investment decision. The user assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. Though disseminated to clients simultaneously, not all clients may receive the reports at the same time. MNCL 
will not treat recipients as clients by virtue of their receiving this report. The reports include projections, forecasts and other predictive statements which represent MNCL’s assumptions  and expectations in the light of currently available information. These projections 
and forecasts are based on industry trends, circumstances and factors which involve risks, variables and uncertainties. The actual performance of the companies represented in the report may vary from those projected. The projections and forecasts described in this 
reports should be evaluated keeping in mind the fact that these- -are based on estimates and assumptions & are subject to significant uncertainties and contingencies, • -will vary from actual results and such variations may increase over a period of time, • -are not 
scientifically proven to guarantee certain intended results & are not published as a warranty and do not carry any evidentiary value., • -are not based on certain generally accepted accounting principles, • -are not to be relied on in contractual, legal or tax advice. 
Prospective investors and others are cautioned that any forward-looking statements are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. Reports based on technical analysis is focused on studying charts of a stock's price movement and trading volume, as 
opposed to focusing on a company's fundamentals and as such, may not match with a report on a company's fundamentals. Though we review the research reports for any untrue statements of material facts or any false or misleading information, , we do not represent 
that it is accurate or complete and it should not be relied on in connection with a commitment or contract whatsoever. Because of the possibility of human, technical or mechanical error by our sources of transmission of Reports/Data, we do not guarantee the accuracy, 
adequacy, completeness or availability of any information and are not to be held responsible for any errors or omissions or f or the results obtained from the use of such information. MNCL and/or its Affiliates and its officers, directors and employees including the 
analysts/authors shall not be in any way responsible for any indirect, special or consequential damages that may arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the information contained in the reports nor do they take guarantee or assume liability for any omissions of 
the information contained therein. Information contained therein cannot be the basis for any claim, demand or cause of action. These data, reports and information do not constitute scientific publication and do not carry any evidentiary value whatsoever. The reports 
are not for public distribution. Reproduction or dissemination, directly or indirectly, of research data and reports of MNCL in any form is prohibited except with the written permission of MNCL. Persons into whose possession the reports may come are required to observe 
these restrictions. Opinions expressed therein are our current opinion as of the date appearing on the report only. Data may be subject to update and correction without notice. While we endeavour to update on a reasonable basis the information discussed in the 
reports, there may be regulatory, compliance, or other reasons that prevent us from doing so. The reports do not take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, risk profile or needs of individual clients. The user assumes the entire risk of any 
use made of this information. Each recipient of the reports should make such investigation as deemed necessary to arrive at an independent evaluation of an investment in the securities of companies referred to in such reports (including the merits and risks involved). 
Certain transactions - futures, options and other derivatives as well as non-investment grade securities - involve substantial risks and are not suitable for all investors. Investors may lose his/her entire investment under certain market conditions. Before acting on any 
advice or recommendation in this material, investors should consider whether it is suitable for their particular circumstances and, if necessary, seek professional advice. The price and value of investments referred to in research reports and the income from them may 
fluctuate. Transaction costs may be significant in option strategies calling for multiple purchase and sales of options. Foreign currencies denominated securities are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates that could have an adverse effect on the value or price of or 
income derived from the investment. Investors in securities such as ADRs, the value of which are influenced by foreign currencies effectively assume currency risk. The recommendations in the reports are based on 12 month horizon, unless otherwise specified. The 
investment ratings are on absolute positive/negative return basis. It is possible that due to volatile price fluctuation in the near to medium term, there could be a temporary mismatch to rating. For reasons of valuations/return/lack of clarity/event we may revisit rating at 
appropriate time. The stocks always carry the risk of being upgraded to buy or downgraded to a hold, reduce or sell. The opinions expressed in the reports are subject to change but we have no obligation to tel l our clients when our opinions or recommendations change. 
The reports are non-inclusive and do not consider all the information that the recipients may consider material to investments. The reports are issued by MNCL without any liability/undertaking/commitment on the part of itself or any of its entities. Recipients of the 
research reports should assume that entities of MNCL may receive commission, brokerage, fees or other compensation from the company or companies that are the subject of the reports. We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and employees, including persons 
involved in the preparation or issuance of reports/data/material, may, from time to time have 'long' or 'short' positions in, act as principal in, and buy or sell the securities thereof of companies mentioned therein or be engaged in any other transaction involving such 
securities and earn brokerage or other compensation or act as market maker in the financial instruments of the company/ies discussed therein or act as advisor or lender/borrower to such company/ies or have other potential conflicts of interests with respect to any 
recommendation and related information and opinions. We further undertake that- No disciplinary action has been taken against the research analyst or MNCL by any authority in connection with their respective business activity. • MNCL, Research analysts, persons 
reporting to research analysts and their relatives may have financial interests and material conflict of interest in the subject company. MNCL, Research analysts, persons reporting to research analysts and their relatives may have actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or 
more in the subject company’s securities, at the month immediately preceding the date of publication of this research report. Past performance is not a guide for future performance, future returns are not guaranteed and investors may suffer losses which may exceed 
their original capital. The securities described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to all categories of investors. The countries in which the companies mentioned in this report are organized may have restrictions on investments, voting rights or dealings 
in securities by nationals of other countries. Distributing/taking/sending/dispatching/transmitting this document in certain foreign jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and 
observe any such restrictions. Failure to comply with this restriction may constitute a violation of any foreign jurisdiction laws. The user should consult their own advisors to determine the merits and risks of investment and also read the Risk Disclosure Documents for 
Capital Markets and Derivative Segments as prescribed by Securities and Exchange Board of India before investing in the Indian Markets.  
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